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Our Scheme is
perfect for the
non-specialist
teacher

SPECIAL OFFER:
Buy 4 years of teaching for £290 +VAT *

• Meets the MFL Programme of
Study requirements
• Perfect for the non-specialist and
an aid for the more experienced
language teacher
• Split into two Schemes – for years
3 & 4 and 5 & 6

• Includes detailed lesson plans and CDs of
resources, songs & poems, IWB activities
plus sound files for pronunciation
• Tailor-made Training Course available
• FREE helpline and support provided
• Optional Pupil Activity Books available

*Single Scheme costs £195 +VAT each. All prices correct at the time of going to print. Postage and packaging charged at cost.

Our French and Spanish Scheme of Work helps ‘non-specialist’ teachers meet
the MFL Programme of Study requirements with ease and confidence!
Used
in over

6,000
schools

La Jolie Ronde’s acclaimed Scheme of Work contains everything you need to help plan and
implement your Policy for teaching a foreign language in one go. The Scheme is a flexible
4 year programme providing support to teachers with no previous experience of teaching
foreign languages and a guide for the more experienced, who can modify to suit. One of
the biggest benefits of the Scheme is that everything is already pre-prepared and planned
in a consistent and easy to follow format - so you can literally start teaching straightaway!

Why is our Scheme the ‘must have’ Resource?
• Written in accordance with the MFL Programme of Study requirement for
teaching a foreign language
• Perfect for the non-specialist
• Split into two Schemes – for years 3 & 4 and 5 & 6
• Plenty of material to fill 2 years and 4 years
• Pre-prepared lessons, divided into short sessions for flexibility
• Comprehensive and detailed lesson notes
• Currently used in over 6,000 UK primary schools
Year 3 & 4 contains:
•
•
•
•

Year 5 & 6 contains:

CD of Sounds
CD of Resources & IWB Activities
CD of Lesson Plans
CD of Songs & Poems

•
•
•
•

CD of Lesson Plans, Resources & IWB Activities
CD of Sounds for Year 5
CD of Sounds for Year 6
CD of Songs & Poems

Lesson

6

Lesson Six, Year 3

1
2

Each lesson contains:
1 A set of learning outcomes
2 A link to the relevant Programme of Study objectives
3 Suggested core vocabulary
4 Details of the CDs and track numbers to be used in the lesson

3

Pupil
Activity
Books
available
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to French song
by performing the actions
• Warm up for a PE lesson
French
names of some colours in
as they occur in a poem
• Understand and say the
by responding to the sounds
the letter strings oi and eu
• Practise the sound of

Framework Objectives
Oracy

The Scheme of Work includes tried and tested comprehensive lesson
notes. There is plenty of material for 2 years and 4 full years.

The lessons are generally divided into 4 fifteen minute units. Each unit
gives details of the teaching sequence suggested and pupil activity.

Learning Outcomes

and words
respond to sound patterns
and songs
O3.2: To recognise and
to simple stories, finger rhymes y classroom language and praise words
O3.1: To listen and respond
ons, everyda
ly and understand instructi
O3.4: To listen attentive

Literacy

some
L3.2: To make links between

sounds, rhymes and spelling

Core Vocabulary
rouge
bleu
blanc
vert
noir
jaune
orange
rose

red
blue
white
green
black
yellow
orange
pink

and read aloud familiar words

Resources

race grid on OHT
6 • Snails’ pace
OHT of words of poem
, song: Bonjour!
Chante en français 1 Track
&8 •
le petit bois
and track 8, poem: Dans

20

• Coloured cubes
Mini whiteboards

4
6

• Coloriez la fleur
colour game
Matching colours & Reveal
Snail game
Dans le petit bois
)
(in additional file. Rhymes

e
Knowledge about languag

form
are presented in written
• Recognise how sounds
of sounds
• Imitate pronunciation
sounds to meanings
phonemes and words, linking
• Identify specific sounds,

© Copyright La Jolie Ronde

Ltd. 2006. This page cannot

be photocopied. Only to

be used within the purchasing

institution.
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Detailed Lesson Notes (available in a ringbinder & on CD)

4 x 15 minutes

The lesson plans give clear instructions for the teacher and
include icons which refer to the CD-based resources. For the
non-language specialist, this offers all the support needed.
Any child following the Scheme has every
chance of becoming confident, enthused
and ready for KS3 and beyond.

For more information call 01949 839715 or email schools@lajolieronde.co.uk or go to

CD of Sound Files
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Lesson

Part 2: 15 minutes
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while)
Joseph: Ça va, Marie?
Marie: Mmm. Comme ci,
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Sound
CD

34 Show a card stating ‘Scène 1’. Then
show
the dialogue on the screen.
Joseph: Ça va, Marie?
Marie: Oui, merci ça va.

Un

ale , b

These CDs contain tracks that allow all teachers,
including non-specialists, the opportunity to hear
sounds and phrases being spoken by a native
French/Spanish speaker, to help with pronunciation
and accent. You can listen to the CD out of the
classroom environment, and/or use the CD in the classroom to play
to pupils to ensure they have the correct accent and pronunciation.
The lesson notes indicate when we recommend you play
this CD in class.
In association with:

Sound
CD
Year 5

ng i

Ro n d

Scheme of Work for Years 5 & 6 – Spanish
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Show a card: ‘Scène 2’
Display the dialogue on OHT:
Joseph: Bonsoir, je m’appel
le Joseph.
Marie: Bonsoir, je m’appel
le Marie.
Joseph: Une chambre, s’il
vous plaît?
Aubergiste 1: Non, non,
non.

Un

C1 Next select children for each of the
roles
so far. Run through the dialogue
for the
first two scenes, using written
prompts
to help children on the OHP.
Play the carol once again
and encourage
children to join in singing
the first verse.
Words are provided on
page 5 of
Joyeux Noël book.
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Interactive Whiteboard Resources
created in conjunction with
SMV Solutions Ltd
www.smvsolutions.co.uk

These CDs contain flash cards, texts of stories and poems,
transcripts of songs, text cards and PowerPoint
presentations. In all, hundreds of files of
additional resource support material.
Regardez

Within the lesson notes you will see this symbol
which denotes when to use the Resources CD.
The circled number denotes the lesson.
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Interactive Whiteboard Resources
created in conjunction with
SMV Solutions Ltd
www.smvsolutions.co.uk

Songs & Poems
in French

NE W

d 20 06

Sentaos
Las ciru
elas

2

CD of songs and poems

Songs & Poems
in Spanish

Includes English transcript

D ans le pe
ti
Il y a troi t bois
s oies
Q ui vont
sans ef froi
A la queu
e leu leu.

Fun games and activities related to the lessons can be
found on this CD. Whilst these are not essential to
deliver the lessons, they do provide an added resource
for any schools with an Interactive Whiteboard.

Within the lesson notes you will see this symbol which
denotes when activities for the interactive whiteboard
are available. The circled number denotes the lesson.

Songs & Poems in French

e t it bois

Ronde Lt

ale , b

f t h i s re c o rd i

Scheme of Work for Years 3 & 4 – French

Las naran
jas

institution.

, re s
o py

Flash development by
SMV Solutions Ltd
www.smvsolutions.co.uk
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be photocopied. Only to

CD of Resources to use on
Interactive Whiteboards
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Flash development by
SMV Solutions Ltd
www.smvsolutions.co.uk

Scheme of Work for Years 3 & 4 – French
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Resources &
Whiteboard
CD
Scheme of Work for Years 5 & 6 – Spanish

Children practise the dialogue
in groups of
three. One group present
s their work to
the rest of the class.

Repeat with second innkeep
er. Third
innkeeper will respond :
Aubergiste 3: Non. Pas
possible. Mais
j’ai une écurie. Par ici.

CD of Resources

In association with:

ça.

6

Within the lesson notes you will see this symbol
which denotes when to use the sound file CD.
The circled number denotes the track.

Lessons Plans,
Resources &
Whiteboard
CD

Children read the dialogue
which
displayed on OHT and demons is
trated by
the teacher. They are familiar
with all of
this vocabulary. They then
practise the
conversation in pairs and
then two are
asked to present it to the
class.

(after walking again a little
while)
Joseph: Ça va, Marie?
Marie: Non, ça va mal.
Joseph: Ok.

Scheme of Work for Years 3 & 4 – French

In association with:

Y3

Pupil Activity

These CDs are particularly popular containing tracks of original songs
and poems to support the language learning. They also come with a
full transcript. Within the lesson notes you will see this symbol which
denotes when to use the CD of songs and poems. The circled number
denotes the track.

www.lajolieronde.co.uk/sow – Find us on

lajolierondeltd and

10

@lajolierondeltd

Pupil Activity Books for Years 3-6

Leçon 2
1 Associe les mots aux parties du corps !

Can you label the correct parts of the body? Use the words below to help you.

Lección 9

The Pupil Activity Books are an easy to use A4 workbook
for pupils to put their skills into practice. Available for both
French and Spanish Schemes and for all years (3-6) plus
available to buy in singles or in packs of 10.

SPANISH
ACTIVITY BOOK 3
Nom:
Classe:

FR
ACTIVI ENCH
TY BO
OK 6
Devised by:

Nom : Lynne Sixsmith
Classe: Pam Blacklock

Single: £3.00, Pack of 10: £25.00 (Discounts for bulk purchases)

Devised
by:

Lynne Sixs
Pam Bla mith
cklock

la jambe

le genou

le pied

le bras

le ventre

la main

l’épaule

1 ¡Colorea los números en amarillo y rojo!

Spain

’

2 Escribe el número correcto :
a. uno, dos, _ _ _ _
b. diez, _ _ _ _ , doce
c. _ _ _ _ , siete, ocho
d. ocho, nueve, _ _ _ _
e. tres, _ _ _ _ _ _ , cinco
f.

_ _ _ _ _ _ , cinco, seis

g. cinco, seis, _ _ _ _ _
h. diez, nueve, _ _ _ _
i.

cuatro, _ _ _ _ , dos

j.

_ _ _ _ , once, diez

k.

dos, cuatro, seis, _ _ _ _

l.

seis, ocho, _ _ _ _ , doce

3

page trois
© Copyright La Jolie Ronde 2008. This page may not be photocopied.

Pupil activity book 4 – French

m. tres, seis, nueve, _ _ _ _
n. cero, cuatro, _ _ _ _ , doce

All prices correct at the time of going to print.
Postage and packaging charged at cost.
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Pupil activity book 3 – Spanish

Training
La Jolie Ronde’s Training Courses offer focused product
training, hands-on activities plus a clear outline on how to
develop and competently deliver your MFL policy. Our courses
are tailor-made for schools and taught throughout the year.

Training Course Aims:
• Comprehension of the Programme of
Study requirements
• Overview of the Scheme of Work
• Understanding the Scheme of Work
methodology and practice examples
• Information on other helpful resources

Our Training Courses can be
adapted to suit your requirements.
Please contact our Schools Dept
for more information.

To find out more email our Schools department at
schools@lajolieronde.co.uk or call 01949 839715

“A friendly atmosphere, enjoyable, handson session.”

Full Scheme of Work available on loan
A hard copy of our Scheme of Work is available on loan. Please email your request through to our
Schools department at schools@lajolieronde.co.uk or call 01949 839715.
Or to view sample material visit www.language-resources.co.uk/SOW
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An Introduction to Languages
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Audio CD 2

French

Spanish
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An Introduction to Languages
for Ages 4-7

For more information email our Schools department at schools@lajolieronde.co.uk
or call 01949 839715. To view sample material visit www.language-resources.co.uk/LL
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Activities demonstrated in French and Spanish
Additional vocabulary and songs in Italian, Chinese, Indian and African
Includes fun, play-based activities including IWB material
Real life DVD clips featuring children from around the world

es

•
•
•
•

Little Languages is a unique resource for introducing languages to FS2 and KS1.
To support the non-specialist and a guide to aid the expert language teacher it
enables you to teach French & Spanish and introduces different cultures from
around the world.
of t h

An Introduction to Languages
for Ages 4-7

For EYFS and KS1
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